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Tom’s Tips 

In no particular order of importance … however there is one tip that when you hear it, you’ll 

know that’s one of the most important tips! It might just be the first one! 

1. Set the Stage!  Make sure everyone understands the confidentiality perspective of 

online facilitation.  We can not guarantee anyone’s confidentiality.  We don’t know who 

is walking around other people’s home.  We can’t guarantee that someone is not going 

to share what they hear!  Although we can ask that people don’t record there is no 

guarantee.  

2. Be the Guide on the Side not the Sage on the Stage. 

3. Remind people to imagine they are having the conversations in a packed Tim Horton’s 

with people within earshot! 

4. Let people know that if they need to talk to someone there are Warmlines and Distress 

Center lines throughout different communities. 

5. Remember that we lose a lot of meaning with respect to communication when we are 

only hearing the words.  It’s been said that more than 90% of communication is non-

verbal. 

6. Be on the lookout for “filler” words. Um … ahh .. like .. so you know …  So, like you know, 

ah, um … Forget those filler words! 

7. Be mindful of your voice.  There is a handout that talks a little about planning to use 

your voice better!  I’ll get to that later … here I just want you to be mindful of your 

voice. Be mindful of the tone --- is it nurturing, humorous, imaginative, neutral, curious, 

analytical, informational, or whimsical.  How is the speed or pace? Volume? Pitch?  

8. Be mindful of personality types.  When responding to different personality types try to 

match your tone to the person’s tone … your pace and volume to theirs.  It does two 

things.  First – it makes other people feel heard and second – it creates connection.  

Well there is a third thing as well … if you make someone feel heard and you connect 

with them … then they will usually (but not always) play nice in the sandbox and not 

cause any challenges because they like you.  You’ve built rapport by matching their 

style. 

9. It’s important to use your paraverbal skills.  What are paraverbal skills? All of the sounds 

we make except for the words.  The “umm”… “aha” … “ooohhh” etc. They are important 

so that when you are reflecting on what someone on the phone says they are hearing 

you.  If you didn’t use your paraverbal skills, they might think they lost you.   

10. Paint a picture of the video audience for the person on the phone.  It might sound 

something like this “Jill … when you mentioned that it was important … well Steve, Bill, 

and Marissa were all nodding in agreement”.   “Not only that, but Ron and Laura both 
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gave you two thumbs up --- but I know you couldn’t see that”.  Also paint a picture for 

the person on the phone when someone with a video screen shares something.  Those 

that can see the video screen are in a good place – but the person on the phone or 

people on the phone need a little picture! 

11. USE PEOPLE’s NAMES --- why did I underline and bold this.  I think it’s one of the more 

important tips to remember.  First --- what do you do when you hear your name?  You 

start paying attention right!  Second, when you use people’s names it allows others to 

know who is saying what.  When folks start putting up their hands, use their names and 

repeat their names when it’s their turn.  Use their names to put them in the order of 

when they put up their hand.  You can use the chat feature or participant panel for this 

in some platforms. 

12. When you transition use the person’s name because some people may be on the phone. 

For example, “Thank you Steve, George you had something you were going to share!” 

13. ‘Stack’ people by name so they have an idea when it’ll be their turn to speak or share. 

14. As a facilitator we can use ‘our voice’ so that people can hear ‘their voice’.  Paraphrasing 

and reflecting helps everyone feel understood! 

15. Remember things people say and validate more often with specificity. 

16. Eye contact is important in virtual facilitation --- and it’s challenging.  You need to look 

at the camera, not at a picture of the person on the screen.  You don’t want stare but in 

North American culture (and yes there are exceptions) most people like to see the 

person talking to them look into their eyes (not stare – just look).  It takes practice to 

look at the camera when you are speaking to folks in the group.  I put a sticky note with 

a smiley face on either side of the camera to remind me to smile when I talk. 

17. If you smile when you talk, people will be able to tell that you are smiling when they 

hear you!  Have you ever heard someone tell another person on the phone “I can tell 

that you are smiling!!” 

18. Technology --- download the guides for whatever platform you are using.  Take an hour 

or two to visit YouTube, Google, the platform website and watch a couple of tutorials.  

It’s important to be comfortable with the technology.  If you show confidence and 

competence with the technology people in the group will feel more assured! 

19. Practice, practice, practice and practice some more!  Test everything, microphone, 

laptop, speakers before every meeting.  

20. Go online about 30 minutes early. Test the equipment. With 25 minutes left take a 

couple of minutes and open up your platform to make sure it’s working.  Try to find 

someone that can help you with technology if you don’t have that skill set.   

21. Ask people to sign into the group 15 minutes early.  You want to start on time and if 

some people have challenges you want to be able to resolve their challenge before you 

start.  Have guides available for the different devices (iPhone, Android, iPad, Tablet, PC, 

Mac or any other device). 
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22. Start welcoming people into the group with 15 minutes to go.  With 10 minutes to go 

take a short 3-4 minute break to use the facilities, get a glass of water (you want to keep 

your vocal chords hydrated) and do a few stretches or walk around the office or your 

apartment or home!  Make sure your co-facilitator has a break as well. If you know 

everyone and they all know one another you can both take a break around the same 

time --- however if it’s a new group or you don’t know people I would recommend that 

one of you stay in the room at all times! 

23. As a facilitator I would always try to be on video!! 

24. Be mindful of your body and head position in the video camera screen.  You don’t want 

to be too close.  You don’t want to be too far.  You should have about a hand width of 

space between the top of your head and top of your viewing screen.  You should show 

your shoulders with a little room to spare on either side.  (get a picture of this if 

possible) 

25. Make sure that your microphone is not too close to you or too far from you.  If you have 

a headset be mindful that if you breathe too hard it makes a sound that may be off-

setting for some people, so please adjust the mouthpiece a little higher or lower than 

the opening of your mouth. 

26. Don’t chew gum or suck on candy if you are the facilitator! 

27. Build engagement right from the start. Create community around common themes and 

values.  You know the common themes and values of peer support.  Ask people to put 

up their “physical hands”, ask people to put up their “virtual hands”, ask folks to say YES, 

ask for a thumbs up if the platform has that feature. 

28. When getting people involved from the start ask a question that requires a one-word 

response.  “In one word, tell me the one thing that you are most grateful for at this 

point in time!” “Think of one word … what one word describes something that you 

value.” Let people know that we can get into the words a little later, but for now just 

one word and get as many people involved as possible!  If people don’t want to share or 

you have a big group you can ask them to just write it into the chat room. 

29. Learn how to use the “Whiteboard” feature if your platform has it! 

30. Get a ‘buddy’ to help you with technology if you and your co-facilitator are missing 

those skills. 

31. Change things up every 4-5 minutes … you should not spend an entire meeting on one 

topic!! 

32. Make sure that you send out advance notices and that you send out a reminder 24 

hours before the meeting. 

33. Greet everyone as they come into the group. 

34. Have housekeeping slides with quick tips. 

35. Have ‘platform’ slides with quick tips handy! 

36. Use the Waiting Room feature if your platform has that option. 
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37. Use the ‘disable’ screen share option for participants. 

38. Use the ‘disable’ private one on one chat for participants. 

39. Use the ‘Mute’ all participants on entry if necessary. 

40. Definitely use the ‘password required’ feature. 

41. Do not post the Meeting ID and Password on any Social Media. 

42. Be Authentic, Be Real, Be Vulnerable 

43. If facilitating a knowledge or skill-based group like WRAP or Pathways or Peer Zone get 

comfortable using questions, polls, breakout rooms etc.  It helps build community to use 

those different tools with such a group. 

44. FOCUS, FOCUS, FOCUS … stay on point.  In a virtual world it is more challenging to stay 

on point.  

 


